The sound of your
feet...actions that
trigger the strongest
upward motion.
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The sound of your feet...actions
that trigger the strongest upward
motion.
Building the persistence for pursuit with the twin armor of focus
and force in place and by adopting the philosophy of not accepting
failure through not quitting, let’s now look closely at our execution
strategy. The actions that successfully deliver our plans. Actions can
potentially trigger our upward movement in life just like our feet
move us ahead physically. We cannot however assume all actions
move us forward in the same way our feet can either move us
forward, backward or worse still in circles!
Let’s consider some forward moving actions :
Despising not the days of small beginnings. The most common way
we slip into inaction that often leads to not only stagnation but also
degradation is the myth that small beginnings are inconsequential.
Too many of us fall into the danger of waiting for ‘something big’
before we can pour our passion and energy into it. Yet, every
smallness can be a seed for a great ending. What’s important is not
how we start but how we end. In fact, the greater than our beginning
we end, the more wonderful our story reads. Small beginnings are
like a seed, easy to find and more likely to grow once it is cultivated
and watered.

Cultivating and watering the seeds... looking beyond
oneself. Most champions and successful people would
tell you that the most difficult part of execution is
starting especially where there appears to be very little
to begin with. Yet that could be the most logical way
to start. Where the starting point is a small beginning,
it’s not complicated to start and the cost of mistakes
minimal. Not only this, it’s easier to learn and start
over with small beginnings. With restarting easier, the
chances of success are higher as long as we keep
restarting.

To cultivate and water the seed require looking beyond
oneself and that is the only way to grow big. Execution
plans that resolves around a single person is bound to
remain small and be short lived. This is not only
because the work force is limited , the ‘ brain and
energy ’ force is also limited. Plans executed by
cohesive teams are most likely to be successful.

Multiply the seed.. leverage on the game of numbers.
With the seed in hand, and the mechanism to cultivating and watering
the seed in place, it’s now time to play the game of numbers....
multiplying the seeds. Once we keep sowing and watering, then the
harvest will not stop. Moreover, the beauty of focusing on the game
of numbers is that the more we sow and work, the easier it gets and
the better the results we get! The principle of leverage comes to play:
one equals one thousand and two equals ten thousand rather than two
thousand. When one remains small, and omit to grow numbers, it is a
case of taking the pain and not taking the gain. The smaller the more
difficult, but the bigger the easier and the better the results!
So what is needed to play the game of numbers? Working hard and
working smart! Not only must one get in teams to work better, one
must become diligent. Spend your time and energy wisely and fight
against waste.
The caution against unguided activities
Let me quickly add that, not all actions are value adding. This does not
imply that one must become perfect or a subject matter expert before
one can act right, it simply means that one must learn to carefully
consider every action, proceed only thoughtfully and check out the
impact of one’s actions. To err is human so we sometimes can make
mistakes. However, these are usually far and in between for everyone
who is appropriately contemplative of their actions.

Spend your time and energy wisely and fight against waste.

The evil of idleness
Idleness or reluctance to engage in productive work is
clearly dangerous. It is indicative of inaction leading to
stagnation and it also provides a platform for tricks and
schemes which often leads to trouble and degradation.
Irrespective of whether the cause of the idleness is
justifiable or not, every serious minded person should
never catch himself idle at any time!!!

Willingness to give and receive help
Getting help is not a sign of weakness, it’s a sign of
wisdom. It just saves time and in many instances cost!!!
There are no brownie points to be scored from
struggling alone and reinventing the wheel these days.
Getting help may also involve learning from others,
which is cheaper and less painful than learning from
one self.

Finally, Value and celebrate every progress, no matter how minute... you will find your feet making a louder
sound for more celebrations.
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